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Further Reading: 

Digital Storytelling :Tips and Resources (PDF) . A comprehensive document from an EDUCAUSE Learning 
Initiative presentation. 

The Educational Uses of Digital Storytelling. From the University of Houston, this comprehensive site offers a 
variety of examples, methods, and tools for designing assignments. Examples are arranged by discipline. 

Approaches to Teaching and Learning 

What does it look like in practice? 
Digital storytelling presentations may be entirely video, delivered as a fle or posted online. Others 
may be mostly text, interspersed with images and video that invite the reader to experience a variety 
of digital formats. Students search in a variety of online places, as well as in traditional print research 
resources for the components of their arguments and compile the material into a format that is 
generally accessible as a digital fle. The resulting presentation may be completed in a wiki or blog or 
on a hosted web site. Even in a document, students can insert images and links to videos and submit 
the document electronically. Students would be instructed about the percentage of material that may 
be in video or image format, for example, and what percentage in text. 

Digital Storytelling 

What is it? 
Digital Storytelling is simply the use of digital tools to tell a story or present any kind of report or 
information that requires a coherent thread. The term story has broadened to include reports of 
research or presentations of informative content—think documentary, for example. Using tools that 
enable text, image, audio, music, and video challenge our ideas about coherently developing and 
organizing information that was once only presented as text. Attention to how readers/viewers will 
follow the information is a key component in developing such a presentation. 

How does such a method ft into my course? 
● In a writing-intensive course, digital storytelling provides a renewed focus on composition and 

audience 
● Reports that were once only text can take advantage of the visual aspects of the discipline; 

scientifc reports, for example, could be a video of an entire lab experiment, narrated by 
students 

● Photos of shapes or architectural spaces in which mathematical concepts are evident can be 
examples in a problem-solving research presentation in mathematics 

● In general, digital storytelling projects are more likely to be shared with a class than traditional 
print assignments that are only shared with faculty 
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https://net.educause.edu/ir/library/pdf/ELI08167B.pdf
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